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Introduction from Professor Cathy Jackson

We offer a growing portfolio 
of undergraduate dental 
courses as well as flexible, 
part-time, postgraduate and 
CPD study, enabling General 
Dental Practitioners to further 
their skills and education whilst 
maintaining clinical practice.

Our undergraduate portfolio 
includes the Bachelor of Dental 
Surgery which ranked first in the 
UK for student satisfaction (Times 
Good University Guide 2021) and 
currently boasts a 100% success 
rate for graduate employment. 
We also train Dental therapists on 
our BSc (Hons) Dental Therapy 
programme, an increasingly 
important role in the delivery of 
primary care dentistry. Our BSc 
(Hons) Clinical Dental Technology 
was the first course of its kind at a 
university in the UK.

We encourage interprofessional 
learning across our programmes, 
students will train alongside each 
other, as part of the whole dental 
team – reflecting how they’ll 
practice in the future. Taught 

Since its foundation 14 years ago, the School of Dentistry at the University 
of Central Lancashire has significantly developed and increased its range 
and diversity of programmes to train and upskill the next generation of 
dental care professionals. 

sessions are held in purpose-
built facilities incorporating a 
modern phantom head training 
area, clinical dental laboratory, 
human anatomy resource 
centre as well as dedicated 
lecture and seminar rooms. The 
teaching and supervisory staff 
all have extensive primary care 
experience and the environment 
is ideal for training students to 
work in primary care.

As one of only a few universities 
nationally to boast its own 
Dental Clinic on campus, we 
are fully equipped to give all 
dental students direct access 
to practical experience in 
top-level dental work, within 
the institution. The clinical 
element of our courses is 
delivered at our state-of-the-art 
Dental Education Centres in 
Accrington, Blackpool, Carlisle 
and Morecambe, which ensures 
students train in exactly the 
primary care environment 
they’ll be joining once qualified.

In contrast to traditional dental 
schools, our students are 
responsible, from their first 
patient, for delivering all the 
care within the treatment plan 
in one clinic rather than moving 
the patient between different 
hospital departments as happens 
in traditional Dental Hospitals.

We also train those currently 
working in practice. Our BSc 
(Hons) Dental Studies (Dental 

Care Professionals) is designed 
for Dental Hygienists and 
Dental Therapists who currently 
hold a diploma and are seeking 
to obtain a degree. Teaching 
takes place at weekends to fit 
around their current roles.

Our postgraduate portfolio 
includes five clinical part-time 
master’s courses, delivered 
over two years part-time; 
MSc Clinical Implantology, 
MSc Endodontology, MSc 
Clinical Periodontology, MSc 
Prosthodontics and MSc Oral 
Surgery. These are aimed at the 
busy dental practitioner who 
wants to combine home study 
with treating patients under the 
direct clinical supervision of 
experienced consultants and 
specialists. 

Our remaining two courses, 
MSc Advanced Restorative and 
Periodontal Practice and MSc 
Dental Education, are taught 
courses and do not involve 
treating patients. 

We welcome applications from 
individuals who are willing 
to join us in achieving further 
success for the School of 
Dentistry at the University.

Professor Cathy Jackson 
Executive Dean,  
Faculty of Clinical and 
Biomedical Sciences
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University Key Numbers

38,000 staff and student community

3rd largest university in the North West

£200m contribution to the North West economy

800+ research students currently enrolled

£35m invested in our Engineering Innovation Centre (EIC)

123 partnerships UCLan has with international institutions

95.5% of our graduates are in employment or  
further study within six months of graduating*

100 clubs and societies run by the Students’ Union

In the top 6.8% of universities in the world by the  
Centre for World University Rankings 2021/22

In the top 5 higher education  
institutions surveyed by Capita as  
an Employer of Choice

Ranked number 1 for our investment  
in student wellbeing services in the  
Student Welfare League Table 2020

*Full-time, home-domiciled, first 
degree leavers. (HESA Employment 

Performance Indicator 2018)
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We believe in enabling people to seize every opportunity to flourish in education, at work and for life 
and we’ll support our students from their first day with us right through to graduation and beyond. 
We’re an international, multi-campus University leading the way in modern learning. We’re proud of our 
roots in Preston which is home to our main campus, and we also have campuses in Burnley, Cumbria 
and Cyprus.  Our staff are leaders in their fields, with the expertise and industry experience that makes 
our courses such an asset.

Welcome to  
the University of  
Central Lancashire

Where opportunity creates success

A modern university, 200 years  
in the making
Some universities call themselves ‘modern’ 
when they really mean ‘young’. We’re a modern 
university with nearly 200 years of experience. 
Over the course of 193 years, we’ve changed 
our name several times over. We’ve moved, 
modernised, expanded and developed state-of-
the-art campuses. But one thing hasn’t changed: 
we’re still offering life-changing opportunities to 
our students.

In 2015 we launched our ambitious £200m 
Campus Masterplan for the Preston Campus, 
which set out our vision to create a truly world-
class campus for our students, staff, visitors and 
communities for years to come. With the opening 
of our new Student Centre and Civic Square later 
this year, this vision is about to be realised.

Leading the way in modern learning
Today we’re one of the UK’s largest universities 
with a staff and student community approaching 
38,000. Our employment-focused course 
portfolio includes over 350 undergraduate 
programmes, nearly 200+ postgraduate courses 
and a rich array of CPD courses.

Building on last year’s impressive rise of 27 
places, we’ve climbed a further 5 places in the 
Complete University Guide 2021 and are now 
ranked 70th out of 130 institutions. And we’ve 
been ranked first for the money invested into 
student wellbeing services according to the 2020 
Student Welfare League Table.

In 2021-22, the Centre for World University 
Rankings (CWUR) placed us in the top 6.8% of all 
worldwide universities . We have been awarded 
Silver in the UK Government’s 2017 Teaching 
Excellence Framework (TEF). Our TEF Silver 
rating is based on high quality teaching, excellent 
teaching facilities and the good careers that our 
graduates go on to discover.

https://www.officeforstudents.org.uk/advice-and-guidance/teaching/about-the-tef/
https://www.officeforstudents.org.uk/advice-and-guidance/teaching/about-the-tef/
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Faculty of Allied Health and Wellbeing 

Social Work, Care and Community 
Sports and Health Sciences 

Faculty of Business and Justice
Lancashire School of Business and Enterprise 
Justice

Faculty of Clinical and Biomedical Sciences 

Dentistry 
Medicine 
Pharmacy and Biomedical Sciences 

Faculty of Culture and Creative Industries 
Arts and Media
Humanities, Language and Global Studies 

Faculty of Health and Care
Community Health and Midwifery
Nursing

Faculty of Science and Technology
Engineering 
Natural Sciences 
Psychology        and Computer Science

The University comprises the following academic Faculties and Schools:

True to our mission, we are amongst the 
leading universities for supporting people 
from underrepresented groups to access 
higher education. 
In 2014, we introduced a comprehensive range of 
Foundation Year entry programmes to further strengthen 
our commitment to being an accessible University.

Amongst our programme portfolio, we have been at 
the forefront of developing degrees in the emerging 
disciplines such as fashion and forensic science to 
more recent additions such as dentistry and since 2015, 
undergraduate medicine which is being delivered in  
one of the UK’s newest Medical Schools. 

Aerospace engineering is another new programme, part of our 
commitment to grow our portfolio of engineering-related courses, 
and is coupled with the development of a £35 million Engineering 
Innovation Centre (EIC), which opened in 2019. Our long-term strategy  
for engineering is to increase the number of young people, particularly 
women, choosing to take up the subject. The aim is to provide a rich source  
of new graduates that reflect the economic priorities of the North West, the  
UK and indeed the global economy. 

The EIC forms a key pillar of our £200m Campus Masterplan which will create a world-class 
educational environment that blends new facilities with the creation of public, green spaces  
to benefit the University, the city of Preston, and the economy of the North West. Our plans are  
being informed by the local, regional, business and civic communities, with whom we continue  
to build close relationships. 

Creating a remodelled campus environment will help drive our commitment to academic excellence, 
striving to ensure that our teaching and learning, research and knowledge exchange activities are all 
recognised as being of exceptional quality. The impact is perhaps best seen in the results of the 2014 
Research Excellence Framework: all 16 subject areas in which our research was assessed were judged 
to contain ‘world-leading’ quality.
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Connecting through Research

From advising the Red Cross over the identification 
of human remains to leading international 
studies on stroke care, our research stimulates 
the innovative ideas required to tackle the global 
challenges of the modern world and some of our 
research influences government policy.

Our research delivers highly cited academic 
outputs, as well as providing a broad range 
of benefits and impact to the industries, 
organisations and community groups with whom 
we work around the world. We are a leading 
research institution whose 16 subject areas in 
which our research was assessed were judged 
to contain ‘world-leading’ elements in the last 
assessment exercise, REF2014, and demonstrated 
both 4* and 3* quality. 

We are dedicated to cultivating a supportive 
and stimulating research environment that will 
generate the innovation required to tackle today’s 
global challenges.

Key achievements
Winners of the Digital Innovation Award at the 
Guardian University Awards 2017 for our online 
resource that provides vital training to clinicians 
caring for stroke patients.

The University’s School of Medicine received 
accreditation from the Royal College of Surgeons of 
England (RCS) in early 2020. This prestigious quality 
kitemark recognises the high standards being set 
across the institution’s postgraduate provision. 

Image above: The unveiling of the special plaque which celebrates the accreditation from the Royal College 
of Surgeons, from l-r Nigel Garratt, School of Medicine CPD and Development Lead; Professor Cathy Jackson, 
Executive Dean of the Faculty of Clinical and Biomedical Science; Professor StJohn Crean, Pro Vice-Chancellor 
(Clinical, Health and Research); and Professor Graham Baldwin, UCLan Vice-Chancellor.

The University cultivates a research environment that delivers 
demonstrable benefits to industries, organisations and communities. 
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Connecting with the World

The University of Central Lancashire has always maintained a global 
outlook, focused on providing students and staff with unique opportunities 
and cultural experiences that impact, influence and encourage innovation 
in teaching, research and partnership.

Our journey began in the late 1980s with 
Shenzhen University, when the locality amounted 
to nothing more than a small fishing village. 
Shenzhen is now one of the most successful and 
largest cities in China. 

Further partnerships followed with Guangdong 
University of Foreign Studies, which has seen 
more than 1,500 students graduate over recent 
years, Beijing Institute of Technology and 
Shanghai University of Business and Economics. 

It is more than 30 years since we started out on 
our journey with China, leading the British Higher 
Education sector in delivering UK degrees in 
partnership. As China has developed so has our 
offering, becoming more diverse and innovative 
and reflecting our strategic approach to China.

We now enrol students from more than  
120 countries and have partnerships with  
123 international institutions. 

Our growing global reputation and reach is 
stretching even further as we encourage UK 
students to broaden their educational horizons, 
and build on established international links to work 
with new partners around the world. Globalisation 
provides life changing opportunities and our 
University is a true trailblazer. 

In September 2017, Hurricane Irma had a 
devastating impact on Sint Maarten where the 
American University of the Caribbean School 
of Medicine is based. We responded quickly 
and decisively to accommodate the displaced 
643 medical students and staff who were 
transferred to Preston to continue their tuition 
in just nine days. This resulted in winning the 
Internationalisation category in The Guardian 
University Awards 2018. 

We achieved excellent results in the 2017 
international student barometer survey in 
which we ranked top in the country for ‘fair and 
transparent assessment of work’ and ‘explanation 
of marking criteria and satisfaction with 
assignment feedback’.
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Connecting with Business and Enterprise

We believe in establishing collaborative 
partnerships with our business customers. What 
sets us apart is our strong reputation for applied 
business research, entrepreneurship, innovation 
and bringing academic excellence to life.

Innovation is part of our culture and we need 
to continue to work hard to establish links 
with local, regional, national and international 
businesses, sharing and exchanging our expertise 
and research to help give our customers a 
competitive edge.

We believe in creating a University that works for 
everyone - students, businesses, investors and 
the community. To achieve this, we build strong 
partnerships for sustained success, delivering 
excellence through collaboration. The challenges 
and pressures of the business world are brought 
together with the latest specialist expertise, 
research and applied practice from the world of 
Higher Education to achieve real results. 

We have a strong track record for securing 
funding aimed at supporting and developing 
the region’s small business community. Specific 
projects, hosted by UCLan, or in collaboration are 
all aimed at wealth creation, safeguarding jobs 
and helping businesses gain a competitive edge.

 

Growing new income streams through commercial endeavours is critical to 
the future financial success of the University.

The Centre for SME Development
Our Centre for SME Development is a business 
membership network and a gateway for small, 
medium enterprises (SMEs) and all types of 
businesses to access the wealth of support and 
expertise that we have to offer.

The Centre for SME Development is committed 
to sharing and using all the resources available to 
help the region’s SMEs to prosper. Our focus is on 
engaging with the business community to create 
a vibrant, co-operative and constructive network 
where everybody benefits from being a member.
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Student Life

Investing in our campus
Our £200m Masterplan is nearly complete  
- a major investment in creating a world-class 
campus which will provide all our students with 
an exceptional learning and social experience. 
Our new social spaces are bright, modern areas 
packed with comfy sofas, table tennis, pool tables, 
beanbags and study spaces, and are perfect for 
students and staff alike.

Our brand new c.£60m Student Centre, opening 
in September 2021, will enable us to provide 
second-to-none support to all our students.  
Our Engineering Innovation Centre (EIC) is a 
state-of-the-art facility, with integrated teaching 
and research space. It will create an environment 
that inspires teaching, research and knowledge 
exchange, establishing UCLan as a leader in 
engineering innovation.

Our Oasis Multi-Faith and Spirituality Centre offers a warm welcome to 
students of any faith or none. The creation of the new Adelphi Square 
will connect the University and the surrounding city like never before, 
providing an attractive public space which will play host to community 
events and become a vibrant hub of activity.

For more on the Masterplan please visit uclanmasterplan.co.uk

Sport and wellbeing
We pride ourselves in having a healthy campus so the majority of our students are eligible for 
free sports membership. Students are encouraged to get involved in one of the many sporting 
opportunities at UCLan, either in our four-storey indoor sports centre on campus or at our outdoor 
sports arena, which features an international standard athletics track, cycle track, all-weather football 
and hockey pitches, tennis and netball courts, alongside facilities for strength and conditioning. 

Students’ Union
The Students’ Union (SU) has over 100 clubs and societies, offering something for everyone regardless 
of interest or ability. They even offer students the chance to set up their own group, which range from 
the Disney Appreciation Society to a Quidditch group.

The SU also run a range of recreational sport activity and the Give it A Go programme runs throughout the 
year providing loads of activities, events and trips. There are also over 30 Sports Clubs run by the Union. 

http://uclanmasterplan.co.uk
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Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

Our vision is to strengthen our culture of 
equality, diversity and inclusion for our diverse 
University community, where everyone can feel 
safe, valued and supported.

We proactively work to promote and embed the 
principles of equality, diversity and inclusion in 
everything we do; through a range of equality 
awards, accreditations, networks and equality 
leads. We strive to ensure that our work is central 
to all policy development, decisions and practice, 
and that employment, study and other services 
are genuinely accessible to everyone.

We believe in in helping people to seize every 
opportunity to flourish in education, at work 
and for life. Our framework of equality, diversity, 
dignity, respect and fairness extends to all of our 
community; staff, students, partners, visitors and 
the wider community and is strongly aligned to 
the University’s overarching strategy of proudly 
‘transforming lives’. 

We recognise that continuing to draw on the 
widest and most diverse range of talent for  
our students and staff is essential to the 
continuing success of the University. 

We are committed to enabling all individuals to 
benefit from higher education irrespective of any 
protected group they belong to and providing a 
high quality learning experience that empowers 
our students to perform to the very best of their 
ability. Similarly, we want to provide an inspiring 
working environment for staff that allows people 
to develop their knowledge and skills.

We also work with external communities to 
broaden participation and dialogue and maximise 
the potential benefits in the communities we serve.  

We value the unique contribution of all staff, 
students and the community. We strive to 
create a trans-inclusive culture, workplace and 
learning environment; free from discrimination, 
harassment or victimisation where all  
trans people are treated with  
dignity and respect in the  
gender with which  
they identify.   

Wellbeing and support 
The University offers a wide range of services to help support students to 
balance their studies with other activities and interests to give them the best 
student experience. There are a number of ‘Well@UCLan’ workshops which run 
throughout the year with plenty of hints and tips to help students make the most 
of their University experience.  In addition, there are also regular drop-in sessions 
in the Library for students who feel they just need to chat to someone.  

There is also a network of health and wellbeing support for staff at UCLan, 
whether it be physical or mental health, or your personal and professional career, 
there are services available to help and support to ensure every employee at 
UCLan feels encouraged at work and receives any care and assistance they may 
require. There is also an annual Diversity Conference to celebrate and enhance 
understanding of issues which impact on our hugely varied community at UCLan.

UCLan is an organisation that is committed to delivering a welcoming and 
inclusive culture which promotes equality and values diversity, a commitment 
reflected in the shared values of those who work and study with us. 
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The City of Preston and the Region

Last year our students spent more than £220 
million in the region. Despite being a university 
city and home to 135,000 people, over two-thirds 
of Preston is classed as rural. Situated in the heart 
of North West England, Preston forms a key part 
of Lancashire’s diverse offer.

The city of Preston is a vibrant, cultural and 
friendly city with a very long history. It was given 
the status of a market town in 1179 and obtained 
city status in 2002, becoming England’s 50th city 
in the 50th year of the reign of Queen Elizabeth II.

The city centre boasts the Harris Museum & 
Art Gallery, which was announced as one of 16 
additional visual arts organisations across the UK to 
join Plus Tate, the contemporary visual arts network.

The city’s historic Winckley Square Gardens have 
been officially reopened to the public following 
a £1.2 million restoration backed by the Heritage 
Lottery Fund (HLF).

Campus life at UCLan is city-based but in less than 
an hour you can be on the Fylde Coast, walking in 
the stunning Lake District or the Forest of Bowland, 
sight-seeing in Lancaster, shopping in Manchester 
or Liverpool, or enjoying the best local food at 
one of the many farmers markets in the county. 
Preston also has many parks, including Avenham 
Park, which is a fine example of traditional Victorian 
parkland in the heart of the city. 

Beacon Fell Country Park is located just 10 miles 
outside Preston and offers a variety of trails as 
well as spectacular views of the nearby Forest of 
Bowland and Morecambe Bay. The city is also 
home to Preston North End Football Club.

Brockholes is an award-winning local nature 
reserve which is home to a range of woodland 
and lakeside walks and includes a variety of 
hides to suit all visitors; its Visitor Village scooped 
awards for Design and Innovation and Tourism 
and Leisure in 2011.

Located a short distance from the coastline, the 
Lake District and larger cities of Manchester 
and Liverpool, both of which have international 
airports, Preston is also one of the most 
networked cities in the country, easy to get to 
from across the UK - by road, rail and air. 

The city is well served by the M6 motorway both 
north (J32) and south (J31), and the University is 
half a mile from Preston railway station - a major 
hub on the West Coast Mainline and just under an 
hour away from Manchester Airport.

Economically the University is one of Preston city’s biggest assets. The 
University is one of the largest employers in Preston. It employs one in every 
three staff working in universities in Lancashire and one in every 14 HEI staff 
from across the region. 

Blackpool

Lancaster

Cumbria

Lancashire

University 
of Central 
Lancashire

Liverpool Manchester

Bradford Leeds

Burnley Campus

Westlakes Campus

Preston Campus

Preston
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Deputy Head of School, Dentistry 
Job Purpose

As a member of the School’s Executive Team and in conjunction with the Head of School you will:

• Provide professional, collaborative leadership and management for the School ensuring the 
achievement of excellent standards, evaluating performance and engendering a culture of  
co-operation and respect;

• Support the work of the Executive Dean, Head of School and PVC (Students & Teaching) through the 
effective coordination and continuous improvement of the School’s activities in relation to learning, 
teaching and assessment, student experience, student success, employability, and student support;

• Provide academic leadership for the effective development and delivery of the curriculum and the 
currency of the portfolio;

• Promote an inclusive learning culture;

• Contribute, through the leadership of areas of responsibility, to the effective delivery of the University 
strategy and the achievement of the strategic KPIs;

• Manage and appraise staff, including workload allocation and assessment of development needs.
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Deputy Head of School, Dentistry 
Main Duties and Responsibilities

• Provide collaborative, academic leadership 
within the School, shaping and advancing its 
learning and teaching, student success, student 
experience and widening participation agendas;

• Accountable for the School’s student 
engagement, enrolment and retention activities 
and processes; co-ordinating initiatives, activity 
and staff and reporting on progress against 
KPIs/targets;

• Facilitate the effective and efficient deployment 
of the School’s human, financial and physical 
resources;

• Ensure the quality of the design, content, 
pedagogy and delivery of the School curriculum 
and maintain the currency of the portfolio by 
facilitating the development of new and existing 
courses that are challenging, cognisant of 
changing trends and supportive of employability 
and positive graduate outcomes;

• Contribute to the University’s strategic 
objectives in relation to teaching and learning, 
delivering School activities and outcomes in 
response to such metrics as University strategic 
KPIs, SS, APP and TEF;

• Performance manage and develop staff 
within the School maximising potential and 
engagement with School objectives;

• Mentor and support colleagues in the 
development of good teaching practice, helping 
to embed a culture of teaching excellence, 
continuing professional development and 
associated career progression within the Faculty;

• Ensure good communications with students, 
incorporating the student voice into the decision-
making fora of the School as appropriate and 
developing strong and accountable relationships 
with the Students’ Union;

• Develop an external, peer network to maintain 
currency of understanding and adoption of 
pedagogic best practice and sector approaches 
to learning and teaching;

• Establish effective co-operation and 
collaboration with other Schools, Professional 
Services and external stakeholders;

• As an academic leader, support the formal 
performance management and grievance 
processes for staff outside the School;

• Support the work of the Head of School, 
contributing to School, Faculty and University- 
wide initiatives;

• Deputise for the Head of School and the PVC 
Students and Teaching as appropriate;

• Undertake any other activities commensurate with 
the role as determined by the Head of School;

• With regards to the nature of your role and 
its impact upon our students, make an active 
contribution to and support the improvement of 
the student experience.
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Deputy Head of School, Dentistry 
Person Specification

Essential Qualifications:

• Doctorate / Higher Degree or equivalent 
professional qualifications / experience.

• BDS or equivalent dental degree. Registered 
and in good standing with the GDC.

• Evidence of relevant continued professional 
development.

Desirable Qualifications:

• Membership of professional body.

• Fellowship of the HEA.

Essential Experience:

• Experience of managing and co-ordinating 
resources and demonstrable experience 
of working with regulatory processes and 
governance systems.

• Experience in portfolio development, 
implementation and review.

• Understanding of the sector, its current issues, 
priorities and challenges and their relevance to 
the cultural context of the School.

• Experience of building and sustaining internal 
and external relationships.

• Ability to lead a change management agenda 
and to embrace new ways of working.

• Experience of cross-University collaboration in 
the delivery of new initiatives.

Desirable Experience:

• Evidence of change management or significant 
project leadership.

• Involvement with national or international 
agencies supporting pedagogic development 
and quality.

Essential Skills and Abilities:

• Ability to think strategically and use an 
evidence-based approach to develop and 
deliver strategic plans.

• Ability to utilise leadership and a coaching style 
to create a high performing team.

• Agile and proactive in approach to challenges 
and opportunities.

• Ability to identify new opportunities and 
develop creative and innovative solutions.

• Personal credibility and ability to secure the co- 
operation and support of external stakeholders.

• Self-confident and resilient.

• Excellent interpersonal and communication 
skills, commanding confidence and trust with a 
range of internal and external stakeholders.

Desirable Skills and Abilities:

• Credible and well-respected within the field by 
peers as evidenced by professional networks 
and involvement with outside bodies.

• An academic track record relevant to the 
School’s area of expertise.

Other:

• An understanding of and demonstrable 
commitment to the University’s Values of 
Common Sense, Compassion, Teamwork, 
Attention to Detail, and Trust, as a framework for 
decisions, actions and behaviours.
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How to Apply

For more information, including how to apply,  
please visit minervasearch.com/uclan   

Applications in the form of a CV and cover letter should  
be sent to uclan@minervasearch.com by 4 June 2021.    

 
Timeline

Close for applications - 4 June 2021

Shortlisting discussion - w/c 14 June 2021

Interviews - 1-2 July 2021 

http://minervasearch.com/uclan
mailto:uclan@minervasearch.com

